ULTIMA RADIO
With a mixture of a variety of genres such as Psychedelic, Progressive, Stoner, New Age and
Nu-Metal, Ultima Radio creates a link between the icons of Woodstock and the idols of their
own generation in order to shape their individual sound. With their first LP “A Thousand
Shapes” they have now presented the result of these influences.
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“Stoner-Rock-Fans werden bei der
jungen Grazer Band Ultima Radio
aufhorchen”
(Christina Fuchs, FM4)

“Above all the Stoner Rock fabricated by Ultima Radio, hovers and
oozes a spacy soup from hot Funk,
atmospheric electronic effects and
warm psychedelic.”
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youtube.com/ultimaradio
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“Ultima Radio liefern einen akustischen Appetithappen”
(Michael Walzl, stormbringer.at)

The five members, all from Graz, got together in 2014 and after a short creative period they
released their first, self-titled EP in the following year. In spring 2016, they released a split single
(7”) together with the band “Witchrider”, who are also from Graz, as well as another split single
with the Carinthian Band “Colours of Monochrome”. In September 2017, the band released their
debut-album “A Thousand Shapes” on the label “Panta R&E” from Vienna. The album was very
well received by the Austrian media (FM4, Volume, redbull.at, Soundportal, Kleine Zeitung,
etc.) and also attracted considerable attention beyond the Austrian borders (Stonerrock.
eu, Stoned Meadow of Doom, etc.).

“Bei Ultima Radio trifft Stoner Rock mit massiven Gitarren und wummernden Bass auf die
eindringliche Stimme von Sänger Zdravko Konrad”
(Laura Ritter, music-news.at)

“Ultima Radio - schräg, experimentell und mächtig”
(Ronny Priesching, paradox)

Discographie:
Ultima Radio EP (2015)
Mapale Split (2016)
Reciprocity Split (2016)
A Thousand Shapes (2017)
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